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Abstract
Middlebox services that inspect packet payloads have be-
come commonplace. Today, anyone can sign up for cloud-
based Web application firewall with a single click. These
services typically look for known patterns that might ap-
pear anywhere in the payload. The key challenge is that
existing solutions for pattern matching have become a
bottleneck because software packet processing technolo-
gies have advanced. The popularization of cloud-based
services has made the problem even more critical.

This paper presents an efficient multi-pattern string
matching algorithm, called DFC. DFC significantly re-
duces the number of memory accesses and cache misses
by using small and cache-friendly data structures and
avoids instruction pipeline stalls by minimizing sequen-
tial data dependency. Our evaluation shows that DFC
improves performance by 2.0 to 3.6 times compared to
state-of-the-art on real traffic workload obtained from a
commercial network. It also outperforms other algorithms
even in the worst case. When applied to middlebox appli-
cations, such as network intrusion detection, anti-virus,
and Web application firewalls, DFC delivers 57-160%
improvement in performance.

1 Introduction
Multi-pattern string matching is a performance-critical
task for many middlebox applications that perform deep
packet inspection (DPI), such as network intrusion de-
tection systems (IDS) [18, 21], Web application fire-
walls [13, 17], traffic classification [7], and network cen-
sorship/surveillance [9, 10, 22]. These applications com-
monly apply pattern matching to select flows or packets
of interest that are subjected to further extensive process-
ing. The common practice for Web application firewalls
and IDS is to initially perform pattern matching on the
traffic and apply regular expression matching to a rel-
atively small number of packets that contain the string
patterns [18, 21, 39, 66]. Many studies have shown that
string pattern matching is one of the primary performance
bottlenecks for these systems [25, 39, 48, 66, 67].

The key challenge to multi-pattern string matching
is that its performance requirement has increased dra-
matically (e.g., from multi-Gbps [35] to multi-10s of
Gbps [6]), outpacing the performance of existing solu-
tions [39, 66]. The popularization of cloud-based third-

party middlebox services [58], such as CloudFlare and
Akamai’s Web application firewall (WAF), requires that
they handle large amounts of traffic efficiently [3, 5, 66].

Multi-pattern matching algorithms for network applica-
tions must satisfy three requirements: 1) they must support
exact string matching to ensure correctness, while iden-
tifying the patterns matched, 2) they must support small
and variable size patterns, ranging from a single byte to
hundreds of bytes [8, 19], and 3) it must provide efficient
online lookup against a stream of data (e.g., network traf-
fic) as opposed to batched processing.

The classic Aho-Corasick (AC) algorithm [24] satis-
fies these requirements, and therefore is used by many
applications, including intrusion detection systems, such
as those of Snort [18] and Suricata [21], and Web appli-
cation firewalls, such as ModSecurity [13] and Cloud-
Flare’s WAF [66]. AC constructs a deterministic finite
automaton (DFA) based on the pattern set and is known
to deliver asymptotically optimal performance. However,
the main problem is that it references memory frequently
and causes a large number of cache misses, resulting in
poor performance. In particular, the size of DFA it con-
structs increases linearly with the number of states and
causes severe performance degradation [53]. Although
many efforts have been attempted to reduce the memory
footprint, they come with undesirable performance trade-
offs because they often require additional computation
and/or memory lookups [20].

This paper presents DFC, a memory-efficient and
cache-friendly data structure designed to deliver high
performance. Our central tenet is that to obtain high per-
formance we must minimize CPU stalls and maximize
instruction level parallelism, while reducing the amount
of per-byte operations and memory lookups. However,
achieving this while satisfying the three requirements is
not trivial. In particular, it is especially difficult to support
exact matching with short and variable size patterns. Fur-
thermore, its worst case performance must also be better
than that of other algorithms.

To achieve our goal, DFC combines a number of small,
efficient data structures by leveraging two key ideas. First,
at its heart is a small data structure, called direct filter
(DF) that, using a small sliding window, is designed to
quickly reject parts of text that will not generate a match.
It increases instruction-level parallelism by avoiding data
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1-4 byte 5-8 byte >9 byte Total

ET-PRO May 2015 7.3K (28%) 6.7K (26%) 12.1K (46%) 26.2K
ET-Open May 2015 5.3K (30%) 4.6K (26%) 7.8K (44%) 17.7K
Snort VRT 2.9.7.0 1.2K (21%) 1.0K (17%) 3.6K (62%) 5.9K
ModSecurity 2.2.9 0.7K (13%) 1.7K (32%) 2.9K (55%) 5.2K

Table 1: String length distribution in the pattern set

dependencies in the critical path and occupies a small
memory footprint (8 KB) for cache efficiency. Moreover,
its lookup does not require hash computation. Second, to
support exact matching, we use multiple layers of direct
filters designed to classify patterns based on their lengths
and to filter out the window in a progressive fashion. The
key premise is that the longer the pattern is the more one
has to inspect to reduce false positives.

Our evaluation shows that DFC outperforms existing
solutions by a large margin. In particular, DFC delivers
2.0-2.5 times the performance of AC with 1-26K vari-
able size patterns on real traffic workloads. DFC refer-
ences memory 1.8 times less frequently and incurs 3.8
times fewer L1 data cache misses. Its memory footprint
is four times smaller than that of AC with 26K patterns.
Even under malicious and adversarial workloads, DFC
outperforms AC by a factor of 1.7 to 2.0. Finally, we
implement four applications that use DFC—IDS, Web
application firewalls, traffic classification, and anti-virus—
and demonstrate that DFC improves their performance by
57 to 160%.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
1. New algorithm: We present a new algorithm for

exact multi-pattern string matching that gracefully
handles short and variable size patterns, and also
works well with a stream of network traffic.

2. Prototype and evaluation: We evaluate DFC using
a variety of deep packet inspection (DPI) patterns
from IDS, anti-virus software, and Web application
firewalls under real and synthetic workloads.

3. Real-world applications: We show four applica-
tions of DFC. When applied to intrusion detection,
DFC delivers up to 2.3X the performance of the next
best solution, in real traffic from a commercial ISP.
When applied to Web application firewalls, DFC
delivers 1.9X the performance. Moreover, DFC im-
proves the performance of traffic classification and
anti-virus by 60% and 75%, respectively.

2 Motivation
Why is it important? Network applications, such as net-
work intrusion detection, traffic classification, and Web
application firewalls, specify pattern signatures using reg-
ular expression and strings [48, 53]. While regular expres-
sion is much more expressive, matching multiple regular
expressions [60] is much more expensive. Matching a
single regular expression (regex) against network traf-
fic is 4X slower than multi-string matching with 2.4K

patterns [39][§4.5]. Matching multiple regex patterns by
constructing a single extended automaton (XFA [60, 61])
is at least two orders of magnitude slower than multi-
string matching.1 Due to the distinct tradeoff between
performance and expressiveness of the two, string pattern
matching is commonly used to accelerate regex-matching.
String matching can filter out the vast majority of in-
put early on and specifies a small set of candidate regex
patterns to inspect [13, 18, 21, 31]. Typically, regex pat-
terns contain at least a few bytes of string [60][Table 2].
SplitScreen [31] leverages this to extract strings from
regex patterns and uses them as a pre-filter to improve the
performance. For the same reason, it is strongly recom-
mended that IDS signatures contain string fields [23].

String matching is also used for protocol classifica-
tion/identification and for testing the presence of key-
words. Because string-pattern matching is a critical build-
ing block for network applications that inspect payloads,
it is reported that string matching is one of the most ex-
pensive operations in Web application firewalls [66] and
accounts for 70 to 80% of CPU cycles for IDS [25, 39].

Today, middlebox services offered over the cloud (e.g.,
CloudFlare’s WAF [66]) allows customers to easily sign
up for these services. One of the reasons for the wide-
spread use of WAF is that it is one of the two ways to
meet Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Stan-
dards (DSS) requirement 6.6 for Web sites that take credit
cards [1, 16]. 2 Decrypted traffic is inspected by Note, a
Web application firewall (WAF), to protect the Web ser-
vice. For this, some WAFs [13] run as part of the Web
server, whereas cloud-based WAF services integrate it-
self with existing SSL acceleration service. We believe
that popularization of cloud-based middlebox services
and the security regulations/best practices make high-
performance multi-pattern matching more important.
Workload: Three key characteristics define our target
workload. First, patterns can appear anywhere in the text.
Second, the number of patterns is large, typically on the
order of 10K patterns, and accumulates over time as new
patterns are discovered. Finally, patterns are typically
short and of variable size.

Table 1 shows the pattern-length distribution from four
popular rulesets for IDS and Web firewalls. Over 54% of
patterns are 8 bytes or shorter in the ET-Pro®ruleset, a
popular commercial pattern set for IDSs [8].
Why is it difficult? We categorize existing approaches
into three classes and show that the characteristics of our
workload make each of these algorithms rather ineffective.

1Note, the main benefit of XFA is that it solves the state explosion
problem of DFAs. But its matching performance is still lower than
that of DFA. Although it is an indirect comparison, XFA’s multi-regex
matching takes hundreds of CPU cycles per byte of input [60, 61],
whereas multi-string matching takes a few cycles.

2The other option is to conduct application vulnerability security
reviews of all Web applications in use.
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Figure 1: Memory footprint of AC and
DFC

Figure 2: Throughput and memory foot-
print

DF DFC AC

# L1-D cache load 2.0 4.6 8.4
# L1-D cache misses 0.003 0.282 1.070
# L2 cache misses 0.002 0.036 0.190
# L3 cache misses 0.0019 0.011 0.017

Table 2: Number of memory accesses and
cache misses per byte of input text

Aho-Corasick-based algorithms construct finite state
automata (based on the pattern strings) that consume each
character of the input text sequentially. AC is by far the
most popular multi-string matching algorithm used for
deep packet inspection. While it achieves asymptotically
optimal performance, in practice, its performance is far
from ideal because it generates frequent cache misses due
to its large memory footprint [53]. As shown in Figure 1,
its memory footprint increases dramatically as the number
of patterns increases. 3 For a reasonably large pattern set,
the data structure does not fit in a CPU cache, resulting in
a severe performance penalty.

Variants of AC [20, 55] that try to compress the state
transition tables come at the cost of decreased perfor-
mance. Figure 2 illustrates the memory footprint and per-
formance trade-offs of five commonly used AC variants
in Snort [20, 55], in contrast with those of DFC. For AC
implementations, the memory footprint and the through-
put are highly correlated. As a result, Snort defaults to
AC-FULL [20], which achieves the highest throughput at
the cost of the largest memory footprint.

The AC algorithm also frequently accesses memory
because it examines the state table for every byte of text.
Table 2 shows the average number of data accesses (mea-
sured using # of L1 data cache accesses) and the num-
ber of L1 data cache misses per byte of input text, while
matching randomly generated text with 26K patterns from
the ET-Pro ruleset.4 AC accesses the memory at least five
times on average per byte of input text, consisting of ac-
cess to: (1) the state machine, (2) the input text, (3) the
case translation table (for case insensitive lookup), (4) the
state transition table for looking up the next state, and
(5) a field that indicates whether the next state indicates
a valid match. Note, DFC reduces the memory access
frequency by a factor of 1.8 as shown in §5.4.

Heuristic-based algorithms try to achieve sub-linear
time complexity by advancing the sliding window by
multiple characters using the “bad character” and “good
suffix” heuristics [30]. For example, the Wu-Manber algo-
rithm [71] leverages the “bad character” heuristics. After
examining a block of characters, it looks up a shift table

3The patterns were taken from Snort and ET-Pro rulesets [8, 18].
4The performance statistics are obtained using perf and Intel Perfor-

mance Counter Monitor [12].

that indicates by how many bytes it can shift the slid-
ing window. The shift table is constructed so that when a
block of characters never appear in any of the patterns, the
algorithm skips the entire block and advances the sliding
window by multiple characters. However, this has two
main limitations. First, heuristics works well when the
pattern is long and its size is fixed, but is not effective
with short patterns [48, 71]. With short patterns, the shift
distance becomes small because the block size has to be
less than or equal to the shortest pattern, which is one
byte in our workload. Second, the algorithm inherently
has data dependencies that make it difficult to leverage
the performance characteristics of modern CPUs. Until it
retrieves the shift value from memory, it cannot determine
the next window to examine. This limits the instruction-
level parallelism, results in frequent instruction pipeline
stalls, and makes prefetching very difficult. As a result,
heuristics like Wu-Manber introduce severe performance
penalty in practice, as we show in §5.4. 5

Hashing-based algorithms compare the hash of a text
block with the hash of the pattern. They are designed to
quickly filter out non-matching text using its hash values,
but have several practical limitations. First, they introduce
false positives and thus require additional processing to
ensure exact pattern matching [53]. Second, when the pat-
terns are of variable size, the text block to hash must be
shorter than or equal to the shortest pattern to avoid false
negatives, which makes the algorithm ineffective under
our workload. A common solution is to use hashing for
long patterns and to fall back to traditional approaches
(e.g., Aho-Corasick) for short patterns. For example, an
exact matching algorithm based on feed-forward Bloom
filters (FFBF) [53] applies the hash-based approach for
patterns of size greater than 19 bytes, but uses AC for the
remaining patterns. Finally, they require multiple expen-
sive hash computation for every sliding window. Bloom
filters typically use multiple hash functions applied on
every sliding window. Even if a rolling hash function [53]
is to incrementally calculate the hash values, it is far more
expensive (than a simple lookup) as we show in §5.4.

5Note earlier versions of Snort once used a modified Wu-Manber
algorithm.
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Figure 3: DFC design overview with an example configuation

3 Design
To overcome the limitations of existing approaches, our
main approach is to develop an efficient and simple prim-
itive that we use as a key building block. Making the
basic component efficient is critical because the nature
of the workload—matching a large number of small and
variable sized patterns—forces us to examine every byte
of input text. We show that one can design an efficient
string matching algorithm out of a simple primitive. We
also show that our algorithm not only delivers the best
average case performance but also is robust across many
workloads, including the worst case.

Figure 3 shows the overall design of DFC that consists
of three logical parts:

• Initial filtering phase employs a simple filter that
eliminates windows of input text that fail to match
any string patterns. Only the input text window that is
not filtered advances to the next phase. We describe
the filter design in §3.1.

• Progressive filtering phase first determines the ap-
proximate lengths of potentially matching patterns.
We group patterns into pattern size groups (e.g., 1B,
2-3B, 4-7B, 8+B) and use classifying filters to de-
termine the groups that the current window belongs
to. We then apply additional filtering proportional
to their lengths using additional filters. We use the
same type of filters for both purposes. We describe
the design of progressive filtering in §3.2.

• Verification phase verifies whether the input gen-
erates an exact match by comparing the text with
actual patterns. This is required because the previ-
ous phases do not completely eliminate false posi-
tives. For example, if there are patterns ‘AABB’ and
‘CCDD’, the initial DF can be set for ‘AA’ and ‘CC’
and an additional DF can be set for ‘BB’ and ‘DD’.
In this case, an input sequence ‘AADD’ will pass
both filters even though it is not a match. For verifi-
cation, we use a compact hash tables for each pattern
size class. Depending on the pattern size group deter-
mined by the previous phase, it inspects a different

≫

≪ 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑃𝑃, 0)

Figure 4: An initialization example of Direct Filter

table. Its lookup is efficient because the progressive
filtering phase significantly reduces both the false
positives and the set of potentially matching patterns
to inspect. We describe the design in §3.3.

Two-stage hierarchical design: Our algorithm uses pro-
gressive filtering and verification in two stages as shown
in Figure 3. The first stage of progressive filtering classi-
fies patterns by their lengths in a coarse grained manner.
After roughly determining the pattern lengths, it looks
up a hash table for the pattern class in the verification
phase. However, this may be inefficient if there are many
hash collisions. Some buckets may contain many patterns
due to the skewed popularity of patterns. Normally, hash
collisions can be controlled either by using a more uni-
form hash function or adjusting the size of hash table.
However, we find that hash collisions are caused because
real-world pattern sets often contain common string prefix
or segments, and some prefixes (e.g., HOST) appear very
frequently (e.g., more than 100 times). For example, con-
sider a hash table indexed by 4 bytes and holds patterns
of size 4–7B. If many of them start with the same prefix
(e.g., HOST), then all of them will go to the same bucket.
This dramatically worsens the worst case performance
because we must perform verification. However, in this
case, increasing the hash table size or using a better hash
function does not help, but only increases the overhead.

To remedy this, we selectively employ 2nd-stage pro-
gressive filtering on a per-bucket basis. When a bucket
contains a large number of patterns, we apply a 2nd stage
of progressive filtering for finer-grained classification as
shown in Figure 3. For buckets with many collisions, the
1st stage verifies exact matching with the prefix (mini-
mum pattern length in the group) and the 2nd stage only
examines the string that follows the prefix.

3.1 Filter Design
DFC design relies on an efficient filter primitive, called
direct filter (DF), for filtering and classification.
Direct filter is a bitmap indexed by several bytes of input
text. For a 2B DF, a 2B sliding window from the input is
treated as a 16-bit unsigned integer and used as a bit index
to DF. Each bit tells whether the string containing the 2B
window can generate a match with any patterns. For most
cases, we use 2B windows so that the DF fits in lower
levels of the CPU cache. A 2B DF is initialized by taking a
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𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑃𝑃, 0)

Figure 5: Initial filtering example

single two-byte fragment (e.g., first two bytes) from each
string pattern and setting the bit indexed by the two bytes,
while the rest of the bits are set to zero. Figure 4 shows
an initialization example of DF for a pattern ‘attack’.

During the initial filtering phase, we take every two-
byte window of the input text and look up whether the cor-
responding bit is set in the DF as shown in Figure 5. A DF
lookup performs three bitwise operations (two SHIFTs
and one AND) and a single memory reference. If the
corresponding DF bit is not set, it indicates that the part
of input text that contains the two-byte window cannot
generate a match. Thus, no pattern of interest can appear
at this location of the input text. We then advance the
window by one byte to examine the next window. If the
corresponding bit is set, it indicates that the location of
text potentially contains patterns of interest. Only then,
we inspect in more detail the sequence starting from the
current window.

The initial filtering phase uses a single DF to filter out
most of the innocent input text. In our experiment with
real traffic and 26K patterns from the ET-Pro ruleset, 94%
of windows are filtered out in this phase.
Size of initial DF: Similar to other filters (e.g., Bloom
filter [29]), the size of DF determines the tradeoff between
the number of cache misses and false positives; DF is
actually a special case of Bloom filter that uses a single
identity function as the hash function. For most cases, we
use a two-byte indexed 8KB DF (2B DF) to achieve a
balance. If we use one-byte indexed DF (1B DF), the size
of DF reduces to 256 bits, but the rate of false positives
will be 256 times higher on average. This would, for
example, cause 34.8% of windows with 26K ET-Pro rules
(compared to 3.6% for 8 KB DF assuming a uniformly
random input) to advance to the next phase. In contrast,
using a three-byte indexed DF (3B DF) further reduces
the false positives, but the size of DF increases to 2 MB.
Because initial DF lookup is performed very frequently,
we would like to minimize the cost by making DF fit
inside lower levels of the CPU cache (2 MB easily exceeds
the typical size of L2 caches).

Our evaluation shows 2B DF delivers better perfor-
mance for workload that contains up to a few tens of
thousands of patterns; using a 3B DF is actually up to
18% slower as we show in §5.4. This is because L3
cache latency is four to seven times higher than that of L2
cache [47]. Thus, we use 2B DF in most cases, but use

𝑃𝑃0

𝑃𝑃1

𝑃𝑃2

𝑃𝑃3

Figure 6: A classification example of patterns by lengths

3B DF when there are millions of patterns (e.g., ClamAV
ruleset). We quantify this tradeoff in more detail in §5.4.
Initialization: To make initial filtering more effective,
we try to minimize the number of bits set. A negative
correlation exists between the number of bits set in the
initial DF and its performance because the more the bits
are set, the more windows pass through. We observe that
minimizing the number of bits set in the initial DF deliv-
ers up to 10% performance benefit than a native solution
(i.e., using the first two byte) in the real traffic workload.
We use the following heuristics to achieve this. First, we
classify patterns into their lengths as we do for the pro-
gressive filtering phase. We use the same offset for each
class to avoid looking up additional state in progressive
filtering. In particular, we examine the pattern class size
in the increasing order (i.e., from short patterns to long
patterns) and, for each class, we choose the offset of the
two-byte segment from each class so that it minimizes the
number of additional bits set.

If 1-byte patterns exist, we enumerate all two-byte seg-
ments that start with the single byte in the pattern. Thus,
a 1-byte pattern sets 256 bits in the DF. Each pattern of
size two bytes or more sets a single bit if they are case
sensitive. If they are case insensitive, we enumerate all
cases, setting at most four bits per string pattern.

3.2 Progressive Filtering
The main idea of this phase is to progressively eliminate
false positives to take small steps towards exact pattern
matching using multiple layers of DFs. The key insight
we leverage is that the longer the pattern is, the more one
has to compare it against the input text to reduce false
positives. For example, when the text is filtered using a
single DF, a two-byte pattern does not produce any false
positive, but four-byte patterns can produce as many as
216 false positive patterns.

Thus, we first determine the pattern lengths that the
current window of input might match and apply different
amounts of additional filtering proportional to the lengths
For example in Figure 3, we use three additional DFs for
8+ bytes but only use a single additional DF for 4-7 bytes
in the 1st stage progressive filtering. As the algorithm
progresses, the set of the potentially matching patterns
also reduces, and the likelihood of generating a match
increases exponentially. When the scope is sufficiently

5
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𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑃𝑃2, 2)

Figure 7: Progressive filtering example

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑃𝑃3, 4) 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑃𝑃3, 6)𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑃𝑃3, 2)𝑐𝑐𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷3

𝑐𝑐𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷0

𝑐𝑐𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷1

𝑐𝑐𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷2

𝑃𝑃3

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝑃𝑃2, 2)

Figure 8: An initialization example of cDFs and DFs in Progres-
sive Filtering

reduced, we perform exact comparison in the verification
phase. Progressive filtering consists of two steps: pattern
length classification and additional filtering.
Classification: During initialization of DFC, we classify
the string pattern set P into pattern classes (Pi’s) accord-
ing to their lengths—P0 contains the shortest patterns
and P1, ...,Pn contains longer patterns in increasing or-
der. Figure 6 shows an example with four classes (e.g.,
P0 contains 1-byte patterns, and P3 contains patterns of 8
bytes or longer). For each class, Pi, we create a classifying
direct filter, cDFi, whose bits are set using the patterns
in Pi. For patterns in Pi, to set the cDFi, we use the same
two-byte segment that was used to set the initial DF.

At run time, we look up the classifying DFs (cDFs).
Each cDF determines whether the window might match
the patterns in the class. For example if the corresponding
bit of cDFi is set, we know that we must inspect the
pattern class Pi. Note the classification is not mutually
exclusive; multiple pattern classes can match because
patterns from two different classes may share the same
two-byte segment.
Additional filtering: When the corresponding bit in
cDFi is set, we further filter the input sequence that fol-
lows the current two-byte window with additional DFs.
These additional DFs are designed to inspect different
two-byte text segments in the pattern. We use additional
DFs, DF(Pi,Ok)’s, to test whether the input text might
match patterns in Pi, where Ok denotes the offset from the
initial window—e.g., the initial DF that inspects the first
two byte can be represented as DF(P,0). DF(P2,O = 2)
inspects the third and fourth bytes (two bytes at offset
two) against patterns in P2 as depicted in Figure 7; The
following two-byte text segment is inspected using addi-
tional DF (DF(P2,2)) after passing through classifying

Algorithm 1: Progressive Filtering and Verification
1 # @param cDF Array of Classifying Direct Filters
2 # @param bu f Input text
3 # @param pos Position of window
4 def Progressive_Filtering(cDF, buf, pos):
5 for i = 0 to # o f cDF:
6 if Corresponding bit of buf at pos in cDF[i] is set:
7 if Pass through additional DFs:
8 CT ← corresponding hash table
9 pos ← corresponding position

10 Verification(CT, buf, pos)
11
12 # @param CT (Compact) Hash Table
13 # @param bu f Input text
14 # @param pos Position of window
15 def Verification(CT, buf, pos):
16 H ← hash value of buf at pos
17 Bucket ← CT[H]
18 Second ← Second stage flag in Bucket
19 if Second is true:
20 cDF ← array of cDFs in Bucket
21 pos ← corresponding position
22 Progressive_Filtering(cDF, buf, pos)
23 else:
24 for PID ∈ Bucket:
25 Perform exact matching for PID with buf at pos

DF (cDF2). DF(P2,O = 2) is thus created from using two
bytes from P2 that correspond to offset O. Figure 8 depicts
how cDF and additional DFs are initialized for a pattern
from the pattern class P3. Each DF performs filtering and
we advance to the next phase only if the window passes
through all DFs in the sequence. Algorithm 1 shows the
pseudo code for progressive filtering and verification.

Additional filtering is an optimization to avoid the veri-
fication phase where we perform hash table lookup and
exact string comparison. It is only beneficial, if the benefit
outweighs the cost of additional DF lookups. In general,
the longer the pattern size, we inspect longer segments
that follow the current window. However, because each
additional lookup adds decreasing marginal benefit, we
use a small number of additional filters. We discuss the
configuration issue at the end of the subsection. As we
show in §5, each additional filtering is effective, and once
the input text passes through this phase, it is much more
likely to generate a match.
Optimizations: To minimize the average memory
lookup, we perform two optimizations. First, similar to
the initial DF, we carefully choose the offsets of each
additional DFs to filter text as much as possible. For this,
we choose an offset that minimizes the number of bits set
for each DF. This is done when the DFs are initialized. To
reduce the search space, we first identify non-overlapping
two-byte segments and greedily select the offset. Sec-
ond, we change the order of DFs we inspect so that the
most effective filter comes early. Note that each sequence
of DFs that do not share a parent (e.g., cDF(P3,0) →
DF(P3,2) and cDF(P2,0) → DF(P2,2)) is independent,
and the ordering of DFs within a sequence does not affect
the correctness of the algorithm. However, if we first look
up the one with the smallest number of bits set, the num-
ber of average memory lookups can decrease. Thus, we
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Figure 9: Verification example

order DFs in a non-decreasing order of the number of bits
set.
Configuration: The number of pattern classes and their
ranges are parameters that can be configured. In our eval-
uation with DPI patterns in Table 1, we classify the length
in multiples of two—Pi holds patterns of length 2i to
2(i+1)−1, and the last class holds the rest of the patterns.
Figure 6 illustrates our configuration. P0 holds patterns of
one byte and P1 holds patterns of two to three bytes. We
classify patterns into four classes by their lengths: one-
byte (P0), two to three bytes (P1), four to seven byte (P2),
and 8+-byte (P3) string patterns. In our implementation,
we use an additional filter for P2 and three additional DFs
for longer patterns (≥ 8).

The classification we use in our implementation is de-
termined empirically and can be tuned depending on the
pattern set; e.g., when there is no pattern of size [2,3],
having such a classification is wasteful. Tuning the clas-
sification parameters involves in one time cost that can
be done offline when the pattern size distribution has
changed significantly since the last update. On the one
hand, having a fine-grained classification or a large num-
ber of classes helps in significantly reducing the false
positives in the progressive filtering phase and the number
of patterns to inspect in the verification phase. This is
because we can only filter up to the minimum length in
each pattern set to ensure that there is no false negatives.
However, fine-grained classification increases overhead
because each DF requires an additional memory lookup.
Thus, we must strike a balance in choosing the granularity
of the pattern classes. We evaluate the tradeoffs of having
a finer or coarser classification in §5.

3.3 Verification

The final verification phase ensures exact matching by
comparing the text with the actual patterns in the pattern
class. To perform exact matching, we create a (compact)
hash table, CT (Pi), for each pattern size class, Pi. These
tables are indexed by a hash of text fragments whose
lengths correspond to the shortest pattern in Pi; e.g., for
pattern class P2 of size 4 to 7, a hash table CT (P2) is
indexed by a hash of four-byte segment. Each bucket in
the hash table holds a list of a pattern ID (PID), a text
segment of the pattern, and a pointer to the rest of the
pattern text.

Rulesets ET-Pro (May 2015) ET-Open (May 2015)
Snort VRT 2.9.7.0 ModSecurity CRS 2.2.9

Input workload (1) Random payload
(2)Real traffic traces from a commercial ISP

Table 3: Patterns and inputs

Total volume 68 GB
Number of packets 89,043,284
Number of HTTP packets 77,582,806
Number of TCP sessions 2,213,975
Number of HTTP sessions 1,869,208
Capture duration 57 min 16 sec
Average packet size 757 B
Average flow size 30 KB

Table 4: Statistics of traffic traces from a commercial ISP

During verification, we compare the text segment with
all the pattern segments in the bucket. If a match is found,
we compare with the rest of the string segments to ensure
an exact match. If exact matches are found, we report the
PID and the offset within the input text that generated
the matches; Figure 9 illustrates verification process for
‘attack’ pattern from pattern class P2. A hash table CT (P2)
is indexed by a hash of four byte segment ‘atta’ because
a length of the shortest pattern in P2 is four. Then, the
four byte segment is compared to four byte segment in
the bucket. Because they are same, the rest of the pattern
‘ck’ is compared to the following two-byte segment from
the payload and PID of the pattern is reported. On the
one hand, using a simple hash function is good enough
because the number of possible patterns that can actually
reach this phase is significantly reduced due to progressive
filtering.

We adjust the size of the table so that on average a small
number of PIDs are present (e.g., < 0.1 PIDs). However,
because pattern strings commonly share some popular
string segment hash collisions may be high for some buck-
ets as explained in §3. If the number of PIDs in a bucket
exceeds a threshold, we apply the second stage on a per-
bucket basis as represented in Algorithm 1. In this case,
the 1st stage examines up to the minimum length pattern
in its size classification, and the 2nd stage verifies the
rest. In the 2nd stage progressive filtering, we perform
a more fine-grained classification and verify the rest of
the text in the second stage of verification (Figure 3). For
example, for P2 that holds patterns of size [4,7], the 2nd
stage progressive filtering divides it into three sub-classes.
The 1st stage examines up to four bytes and the 2nd stage
examines the rest.

4 Implementation
DFC is implemented in 2.4K lines of C code. For compar-
ison, we use AC and modified Wu-Manber (MWM) algo-
rithm implementations in Snort, b2g algorithm (2-gram
implementation of the SBNDMq) [36] implementation
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(a) ET-Pro rulset (May 2015) (b) Snort VRT 2.9.7.0 ruleset (c) ModSecurity 2.2.9 ruleset

Figure 10: Standalone performance benchmark of AC and DFC under random packet workload.

(a) ET-Pro rulset (May 2015) (b) Snort VRT 2.9.7.0 ruleset (c) ModSecurity 2.2.9 ruleset

Figure 11: Standalone performance benchmark of AC and DFC using packet contents from real traffic.

from Suricata, and FFBF [53]. In FFBF, short patterns
are processed by AC and long patterns are processed by
FFBF. FFBF works as a filter and outputs a subset of
patterns and input set that can potentially match. Then, it
uses AC to remove false positive [53]. To demonstrate the
real-world benefit, we apply DFC to four different appli-
cations: intrusion detection system, Web application fire-
wall, HTTP traffic classification, and anti-virus. For IDS,
we choose an optimized version of Snort, Kargus-CPU,
that uses high performance packet I/O and lightweight
data structures [39]. Note, we do not use its GPU mod-
ule, but only use its CPU version. Its pattern matching
algorithm is almost identical to that of Snort. We replace
AC with DFC by modifying 82 lines of code. For Web
application firewalls, we apply DFC to ModSecurity, a
popular open source implementation. ModSecurity scans
through HTTP requests and responses to match against
malicious patterns. For HTTP traffic classification, we
use nDPI [7]-like traffic classification for HTTP traffic
that looks for popular domain names in the HOST field
of the request header. This classifies which application
(e.g., Netflix, YouTube) generated the traffic. Note, HTTP
consists of 75% of all downstream bytes in modern cellu-
lar networks [70]. For these three implementations, we
thoroughly conduct correctness tests by comparing the
result from DFC with result from AC using two types of
input: randomly generated input and a 68GB traffic trace
from a commercial cellular ISP. We find that the DFC
produces output identical to AC. Finally, for anti-virus,
we modify ClamAV [43] version 0.98.7.

5 Evaluation
We answer four questions about DFC in this section:
• How does it compare with existing algorithms under a

Figure 12: Instruction count and IPC from the benchmark for
real traffic with ET-Pro ruleset

variety of workloads?
• How much gain does it provide when applied to mid-

dlebox applications?
• How does each component affect performance, and

what are the trade-offs involved in parameter settings?
• How does its direct filter compare against other primi-

tives?

5.1 DFC Performance Benchmark

We compare the performance of DFC with that of AC,
modified Wu-Manber (MWM), FFBF, and b2g across
various workloads and configurations. We empirically
choose a window size of FFBF to 32B and a size of bloom
filter to 1MB and use 4 hash functions, showing the best
performance in the workloads and configurations. B2g
does not detect one byte patterns because it processes 2
characters as a single character.

To evaluate the performance on a pure algorithmic
basis, we disable network I/O and feed input directly
from memory. We use four different DPI patterns and
two kinds of input workloads described in Table 3. The
DPI patterns are taken from popular IDSs and a Web
firewall, and the input workloads are either randomly-
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Figure 13: Performance with malicious traf-
fic (ET-Pro 26K rules)

Figure 14: Pathological workload: Input
purely consists of all two-byte segments
used to set initial DF

Figure 15: Memory footprint comparison

Figure 16: End-to-end IDS performances
under synthetic traffic (Snort VRT 6K rules)

Figure 17: End-to-end IDS performances
with traffic traces from a commercial ISP

Figure 18: Performance of Apache with
ModSecurity with malicious HTTP requests

generated or taken from a real traffic dump from a 10
Gbps LTE backhaul link at a commercial cellular ISP.
Table 4 summarizes the statistics of the real traffic trace.
Unless specifically noted, the results are measured on an
Intel E5-2690 (Sandy Bridge) machine with 16 cores and
126 GB of memory.6 We use Intel®Compilers (icc) for
all experiments. We inspect the input against all patterns
in the pattern set. Note some applications, such as Web
firewall and anti-virus, match the input against all patterns,
while other applications, such as IDS, specify the flow
group in 5-tuple with the patterns and only the packets
that belong to the group are matched against the patterns.

Figure 10 and 11 show performance comparisons for
each input data, while varying the number of randomly
sampled patterns. We report the average of ten indepen-
dent runs. The error bars in figure show min and max of
throughput. Dotted line shows DFC’s performance im-
provement over AC. 7

With the random traffic workload, DFC outperforms
AC by a factor of 2.6 to 3.6. B2g performs worse than AC
even though it does not detect one byte patterns. FFBF
also shows worse performance than AC due to short pat-
terns in the ruleset (Table 1) that requires traditional Aho-
Corasick based matching. MWM also performs slightly
worse than AC. The existence of short patterns contributes
to the loss in performance. With the real traffic workload,
DFC outperforms AC by a factor of 2.0 to 2.5. DFC’s
relative improvement slightly decreases as the number
of patterns increases. This is because the text generates
more matches. The difference between the real traffic

6We use two CPUs with 16 cores. The actual memory usage depends
on the algorithm (see Figure 15).

7We omit ET-Open result because it is similar to ET-Pro’s.

and random payload is also due to the same reason. The
real traffic contains a relatively larger fraction of string
segments in the pattern set because some string patterns
contain very generic keywords (e.g., GET). Note the rules
that contain these generic patterns also have other options
to evaluate (e.g, traffic direction and user-agent type). In
a real IDS setting, these packets will be filtered by such
options. Our microbenchmark is a conservative one that
purely focuses on the string matching. Nevertheless, DFC
consistently delivers significant performance improve-
ment in all cases.

Figure 12 shows the number of instructions executed
and the instructions per cycle (IPC) of DFC relative to
those of AC. We observe that DFC executes 10 to 30%
more instructions, but the instruction throughput improves
by 130 to 190%; as shown in Table 2, DFC incurs L1
cache misses 3.8 times less frequently and memory ac-
cesses 1.8 times less frequently compared with AC.

Malicious traffic and pathological cases: We now eval-
uate DFC under malicious input traffic by varying the
fraction of packets that contain a pattern string from the
ruleset. We insert a randomly selected malicious pattern
for each packet both for the real traffic workload and ran-
dom traffic. Figure 13 shows the result with 26K patterns
in the ET-Pro ruleset with real traffic. Both algorithms’
performance degrades by approximately 30% as we in-
crease the fraction of malicious packets from 0 to 100%.
DFC consistently outperforms AC by a factor of 1.7 to 2.0
because AC’s performance also degrades due to increased
cache miss rates and the additional cost of book-keeping
the position of matched input and the PID. Even when all
packets contain a malicious pattern, it achieves 1.7 times
the performance of AC. We observe a similar behavior

9
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Figure 19: Time to initialize data structures

in the random traffic workload (not shown in the figure)
with performance improvement by a factor of 2.2 to 2.6.

To study the behavior of DFC with more adversarial
input, we generate a pathological case where the input
consists only of two-byte segments used to set the initial
DF. We randomly order the two-byte segments to generate
the input. This forces DFC to pass through the initial
filter on every two bytes of input. Figure 14 shows the
performance of AC and DFC by varying the number of
patterns. Even in this case, DFC performs significantly
better than AC regardless of the number of patterns.

Finally, we examine the two cases where every byte of
input is malicious and nearly malicious. For the first case,
we construct the payload by concatenating randomly se-
lected the strings from the pattern set. For the second case,
we concatenate all but the last byte of randomly selected
patterns, forcing DFC to trigger the verification phase
very often. In these two worst cases, DFC respectively
delivers 1.4X and 1.6X the performance of AC at 1 Gbps.
The reasons is that, even in those cases, DFC shows 1.6X
less L1-D cache misses compared to AC. Note, in the first
case, they also frequently write to the memory to note the
pattern IDs matched. However, these are very unlikely
cases because often an upstream firewall can easily cut the
flow based on the 5-tuple information for flows containing
many malicious patterns or that try to attack the pattern
matching system. Our results show that DFC outperforms
AC both in the average and worst case scenarios.
Memory footprint: Figure 15 shows the memory foot-
print of AC and DFC including the pattern strings. We
see that DFC occupies 3.1 to 4.8 times less memory com-
pared to AC. AC requires 239.2 MB for 26K patterns
from the ET-Pro ruleset. In contrast, DFC takes up only
59.4 MB memory for the same patterns. The memory
footprint of the initial DF is negligible. The total footprint
is actually dominated by compact tables that account for
95.0%. Progressive filtering takes up only 0.2%, and the
string patterns take up 5.0% with 26k ET-Pro patterns.
Throughput with smaller CPU cache: An application
performing multi-pattern matching may share CPU cache
with other middlebox applications in some environments,
such as network function virtualization (NFV). To eval-
uate whether the benefits of DFC still remain in such
circumstances, we launch an additional thread that con-

sumes half (10MB) of the L3 cache. Even in this case,
DFC still outperforms AC by a factor of 1.9 with packet
contents from real traffic and ET-Pro ruleset.
Initialization Time: Due to policy change and newly
discovered attack, patterns used in middlebox applications
are continuously kept updated. For example, new patterns
for IDS are typically released each day [15]. To evaluate
the overhead for updating data structures, we measured
how long it takes to construct data structures for AC and
DFC with ET-Pro ruleset.

As depicted in Figure 19, the gap between DFC and
AC becomes larger; As the number of pattern increases
from 1K to 50K, the speedup improves from 30X to 78X.
It is because the initialization time of AC increases super-
linearly while that of DFC increases linearly.

5.2 Applications of DFC
Intrusion detection: We apply DFC to an intrusion de-
tection system. In particular, we use Kargus-CPU [39]
which is a software IDS that is functionally compatible
with Snort and provides multi-threading support and high-
performance packet I/O. We measure the end-to-end per-
formance of the IDS using synthetic/real traffic work-
loads and ET-Pro ruleset except rules that do not contain
string fields. Note, this is strongly recommended prac-
tice [23]. For synthetic traffic, we use randomly generated
the packet payload. For real traffic workload, we replay
the packets captured from a commercial cellular ISP as
fast as possible to attain a peak transmission rate of up to
70 Gbps. Up to 2 machines are used to generate the traffic.
Because the workload consists of real-life flows, the flow
management module takes up additional CPU cycles to
update per-flow state. The patterns are also grouped based
on the 5-tuple flow information. The IDS performs flow
reassembly and feeds in the stream for pattern matching.
This is representative of how IDSs actual work in a real
environment.

Figure 16 shows the performance with Snort VRT rule-
set for synthetic traffic by varying packet sizes. For large
packets (≥ 512B) DFC improves the performance by a
factor of up to 2.6. For 128B packets, the difference is
small because packet processing overhead is far greater
than that of pattern matching since the amount of pay-
load is only 74B per packet. Figure 17 shows the result
while varying the number of patterns from 1K to 20K
from the ET-Pro ruleset. DFC shows 120% improvement
in performance over AC with 10K patterns. Even though
some fraction of the CPU cycles are being spent in flow
reassembly, DFC improves performance by 50 to 130%.
Note that Kargus-GPU delivers a factor of 1.6 to 2.3 im-
provement over Kargus-CPU using two GPU cards.
Web application firewall: We apply DFC to an L7 Web
firewall, ModSecurity. We benchmark the performance
using the OWASP ModSecurity Core Ruleset [14]. Using
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Figure 20: Performance for various number
of classification

Figure 21: Filtering throughput and instruc-
tion throughput (IPC) of DF and “skip”
heuristics

DF Bloom

Filtering throughput 1 0.42
Instructions/byte 1 2.5

Table 5: Normalized throughput and # of
instructions per byte of text of DF and
Bloom Filter using two light-weight rolling
hashes [53]

ab [2], we request random files of size 10 KB. We choose
10 KB because it is the most frequently found Web ob-
ject size according to HTTP Archive [11]. We vary the
fraction of malicious requests from 0 to 100%. Note, Mod-
Security inspects both the request and the response. When
a malicious pattern is detected in the request, it generates
a 403 forbidden response.

Figure 18 shows the transaction throughput per sec-
ond. We report the performance result. DFC improves
the performance by 90% with innocent request/responses.
When the fraction of malicious requests increases, the
transaction throughput goes up because response body
is not inspected. For 100% malicious requests, pattern
matching is only applied to requests, and the performance
is dominated by the TCP processing overhead.

We also measure the performance with HTTP re-
quest/responses extracted from our real traffic trace where
most of the traffic is HTTP. We modify ab and Apache
to generate the same request and responses. The result
shows that DFC delivers 57% improvement over AC.

Traffic classification: We apply DFC to HTTP traffic
classification using nDPI [7], an open source DPI library.
nDPI performs flow reassembly to gather fragmented
HTTP headers, feeds them in pattern matching module
that uses Aho-Corasick, and classifies which application
generated the traffic by pattern-matching domain names
in the header. We replace AC with DFC. We measure the
performance of the traffic classification using the packets
captured from a commercial cellular ISP and the top 100K
domain names on Alexa [4]. Our result shows that DFC
improves the performance by 60% (from 4.2 Gbps to 6.7
Gbps).

Anti-virus: We apply DFC to an anti-virus application,
ClamAV [43]. ClamAV uses string and regular expression-
like signatures that contain wildcard characters. The AC
algorithm processes signatures containing wildcard char-
acters and Wu-Manber (WM) handles fixed string signa-
tures. We replace WM to use DFC and compare against
SplitScreen that uses feed-forward Bloom filters [31] to
improve ClamAV.

We use 1.5 million ClamAV signatures and scan a clean
install of Microsoft Office 2015. For SplitScreen, we run
both server and client on the same machine, while using
the parameters from the paper [31]. Our result shows that

# of patterns 1K 5K 10K 15K 26K

1B DF 41 Gbps 33 Gbps 28 Gbps 25 Gbps 21 Gbps
2B DF 76 Gbps 55 Gbps 45 Gbps 37 Gbps 28 Gbps
3B DF 66 Gbps 47 Gbps 37 Gbps 32 Gbps 25 Gbps

Table 6: Performance sensitivity to DF size (ET-Pro ruleset)

# of patterns 1K 50K 1000K 1500K 2000K

1B DF 14 Gbps 6 Gbps 5 Gbps 5 Gbps 5 Gbps
2B DF 84 Gbps 21 Gbps 18 Gbps 18 Gbps 18 Gbps
3B DF 53 Gbps 49 Gbps 28 Gbps 25 Gbps 23 Gbps

Table 7: Performance sensitivity to DF size (ClamAV ruleset)

DFC brings 75% the performance improvement (from
14.3 MB/s to 25.2 MB/s). When the files are malicious,
the gap increases because SplitScreen must perform ex-
act matching with AC using the output of FFBF, which
is expensive. We also perform a standalone microbench-
mark of FFBF and DFC using 1.5 million string patterns.
The result shows that DFC’s exact matching outperforms
FFBF’s inexact matching by a factor of 1.9. We see that
DFC accesses memory (measured in terms of L1-data
cache loads) 1.3 times less frequently, incurs 1.6 times
less L1 cache misses, and uses 2.1X less instructions
compared to FFBF.
5.3 Performance Contributions and Parameters

Performance contribution: Initial filtering and progres-
sive filtering are very effective in screening innocent traf-
fic. We measure the fraction of windows that actually
reach the verification phase. We use real traffic work-
load of Table 4 and the ET-Pro ruleset without network
I/O. With 26K patterns, 6.2% of windows reach progres-
sive filtering. Progressive filtering further filters out up to
83.9% of windows. As a result, 4% reach the verification
phase. A relatively large fraction of windows (8–14%)
that arrives at the verification phase generates an exact
match.

We evaluate the importance of the 2-stage hierarchy
and progressive filtering by measuring the performance
of DFC without each of them using real traffic and 100%
malicious traffic. For the latter, we insert a malicious
pattern for every packet in the real traffic workload.

Without progressive filtering, hash tables are looked up
for verification whenever a window passes through the
initial DF. In this case, the performance drops by 26% for
the real workload and 24% for the malicious workload.

Our 2nd-stage hierarchy is especially beneficial when
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there are malicious patterns in the input, improving the
worst case performance. Without the two-stage hierarchy,
the performance drops down by 2.7X in the real traffic
workload and 3.9X in the 100% malicious case. This
is because finer-grained 2nd-state progressive filtering
reduces the false positives in the average case, and reduces
the collision and the number of patterns to be inspected
in the final hash table in the malicious workload.

We now discuss parameters of DFC that affect its per-
formance in the order of their importance.
Size of initial DF: We evaluate the effect of the size of
the initial DF. We compare the performance of DFC by
varying the size of the initial DF only. Table 7 and Ta-
ble 6 show the result by varying the number of patterns
for ClamAV and ET-Pro rulesets respectively. For ET-Pro,
DF indexed by 2 bytes (2B DF) shows the highest perfor-
mance across all cases under our workload. For ClamAV,
DF indexed by 3 bytes (3B DF) peforms better when the
number of patterns exceeds 50K. The difference is that
ClamAV patterns are longer, which makes verification rel-
atively more expensive. At the same time, as the number
of patterns increases the verification phase becomes more
expensive. Because 2B DF triggers verification more of-
ten than 3B DF, using 3B DF becomes more beneficial as
the number of patterns increases.
Classification granularity: We quantify the effect of
classification granularity. With finer-grained classifica-
tion, the number of patterns inspected in the verification
phase decreases at the cost of additional DF lookups in
progressive filtering. We vary the number of classes, n,
from 1 to 5 and measure the performance of DFC. Given n,
we create pattern classes, P0,P1, ...,Pn−1. Figure 20 shows
the performance comparison. As the number of patterns
increases, the benefit of having a finer-grained classifica-
tion becomes noticeable. This is because we can filter out
the long patterns more effectively, if we can identify the
pattern size with finer-grained classification. However, in-
creasing the number of classes provides marginal benefit
because the cost also increases. With 5 classes or more,
the cost out-weights the benefit.

5.4 Comparison of Pattern Matching Primitives

The benefit of DFC comes from effectively leveraging
the simple DF primitive. We benchmark the performance
of our direct filter primitive in comparison with three
other primitives used in existing algorithms: DFA’s state
transition, skip table, and hashing. 8

DFA-based algorithms use state transition tables that
cause frequent memory lookup and cache misses. Table 2
shows the number of memory references and cache misses
for DF, DFC, and AC. DFC reduces memory accesses

8All results are measured on a machine with two Intel Xeon E5-2690
CPUs, using a randomly generated byte stream with 26K string patterns
from the ET-Pro ruleset.

frequency by 1.8 times and L1 cache misses by 3.8 times
compared to AC.

We compare the performance of DF and the “skip”
table used for heuristics-based algorithms [71]. Note the
skip approach has sequential data dependency—the next
window to examine is dependent upon the value of the
skip table entry—whereas DF lookups can be easily be
pipelined. To quantify its performance benefit, we use a
skip table that is indexed by the same two byte window as
DF. Each table entry contains two bits that indicate how
many bytes it can skip. We also increase the size of DF to
16 KB by using two bits for each entry. Thus, skip table
and DF exhibit the same caching behavior. We set all skip
values to be the same, but vary them from 1 to 4 across
different experiments. When the skip value is four, the
skip table is looked up on every five byte of input, whereas
DF is looked up on every byte. Figure 21 shows the lookup
performance of the two tables for our input. Surprisingly,
DF is much faster than the “skip” approach even when the
skip table performs five times less lookup (skip=4). DF’s
instruction throughput, measured in instructions per cycle,
is also 3.5X times faster. This coupled with existence of
many short patterns make the heuristics ineffective.

Finally, we compare the performance of a direct fil-
ter and a Bloom filter lookup that uses two light-weight
rolling hash functions used in feed-forward Bloom filter
(FFBF) [53].9 We set the size of both data structures to
the same value (8 KB). Table 5 shows that DF is 2.4 times
faster than Bloom filter that performs hashing on every
window. This is because hashing requires 2.5X more in-
structions and incurs more frequent memory accesses and
cache misses due to additional memory lookups during
the calculation of a rolling hash.

6 Related Work
Multi-pattern string matching: There have been a
number of multi-string pattern matching algorithms, such
as Aho-Corasick [24], Commentz-Walter [33] and Rabin-
Karp [42] algorithms. Among these, AC is the most pop-
ular in security applications. For example, most software-
based IDSs employ AC as the first-pass filter. For the
traffic caught in the first phase, they perform perl compat-
ible regular expression (PCRE) matching to confirm an
intrusion against more sophisticated attack patterns. Since
AC has to deal with all input traffic, its performance often
determines the overall performance of an IDS in a nor-
mal situation. There have been optimization works that
reduces the state transition table size by compressing DFA
states [65], that splits AC tables into RAM and CAM [34],
or that employs binary transition tables [64]. Some al-
gorithms (e.g., SigMatch [41] and FFBF [53]) perform
filtering at the cost of false positives. To support exact

9The rolling hash we use [53] is known to be 2.5 times faster than a
rolling hash used in the Rabin-Karp algorithm [32, 42].
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matching, these algorithms typically rely on traditional
exact pattern matching.

Many proposals also leverage hardware support, includ-
ing GPUs [39, 44, 67–69], FPGAs [62, 63], many-core
processors [54], new ASIC designs [64], and network
processors [49]. Kargus [39] implements a GPU-based
Aho-Corasick engine that delivers 39 Gbps for randomly-
generated payloads and 2.4K Snort rules with a NVIDIA
GTX 580 GPU and an Intel X5680 CPU. Sourdis and
Pnevmatikatos [63] present a FPGA-based string pattern
matching that reduces the area cost by sharing compara-
tors for different patterns. It achieves 9.7 Gbps of through-
put with 1.5K Snort rules on Virtex2-6000. These studies
focus on enhancing the performance of existing algo-
rithms on hardware, whereas DFC presents a new algo-
rithm that leverages the performance characteristics of
modern CPUs. We believe that DFC can also benefit from
hardware implementations and leave it as future work.
Regular expression matching: Many studies [26–28,45,
46,49,51,52,56,59] have proposed new NFA/DFA-based
algorithms for regular expression matching. These studies
predominantly use FPGA or ASIC to take advantage of
the high degree of parallelism and on-chip memory for
high performance [45]. The overarching goal is to create
a single automaton that matches multiple regular expres-
sions (regex). The core challenge is that a single automa-
ton is fast, but space-inefficient because combining multi-
ple regex into a single DFA causes state explosion [61]. In
contrast, NFA-based solutions are slow, but require small
amount of memory. Thus, many efforts [26, 45, 50] focus
on reducing the memory footprint of DFA to utilize the
fast on-chip memory as much as possible. XFA [60, 61]
presents a design that tries to achieve the best of both
worlds. It uses much less memory than using a single
DFA and is faster than using multiple DFAs. But, the
performance is still much slower (at least 6 times) than
using a single DFA. Note, DFA-based regular expression
matching is much slower than string matching. Due to the
distinct trade off in performance and expressiveness, both
string and regular expression matching are commonly
used for deep packet inspection.
Advances in software-based packet processing: Ad-
vances in packet processing technologies [37, 38, 40, 57]
are accelerating cloud-based middleboxes [58] and net-
work function virtualization, which call for efficient prim-
itives for fast deep packet inspection. Recently, G-opt [40]
showed that CPU can deliver most of the benefits of GPU
by proposing an element switching technique and hiding
the memory latency. DFC accelerates pattern matching by
avoiding dependencies between instructions and reduc-
ing memory access frequency, whereas G-opt proposes
a generic technique for memory latency hiding. The two
approaches are thus orthogonal. Our preliminary evalua-
tion shows that DFC outperforms G-opt’s hand-optimized

pattern matching by 42 to 71% for Snort VRT ruleset,
depending on the number of pattern groups to match.
However, we believe applying memory latency hiding
can further enhance DFC’s performance (e.g., G-opt’s
efficient hash table lookup can be applied to DFC). We
leave this as future work.

7 Conclusion
Middlebox services that inspect packet payloads have
become commonplace. With the popularization of cloud-
based DPI services, their performance and cost-efficiency
have become important. However, for many DPI appli-
cations, pattern matching poses a severe performance
bottleneck. This paper addresses an important problem
of scaling the performance of multi-pattern string match-
ing. Using cache-efficient data structures and progressive
filtering based on the pattern lengths, we develop a high-
performance string matching algorithm that works well
across a variety of pattern sets and workloads. DFC clas-
sifies patterns based on the their size and applies filters
progressively in multiple stages. Our evaluation shows
that DFC improves state-of-the-art by 100 to 150% with a
popular IDS pattern set and real traffic traces. We demon-
strate that replacing existing pattern matching module
with DFC results in a 57-160% performance improve-
ment in four different applications.
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